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The Eternal Escrow, Ephesians 1:3–4 

 
D. Addendum: The Eternal Escrow Deposit 
 

Ephesians 1:3 - Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Who [as 
Grantor] has blessed us [the grantees] with every spiritual blessing [the 
deposit: escrow blessings for time and eternity] in the heavenly places [the 
cache or the depository] in Christ [the escrow Officer, or Depositary, or the 
One with guard duty], 

Ephesians 1:4 - just as He chose us in Him [election: the 4th elective decree in 
the Infralapsarian order] before the foundation of the world, that we should be 
holy and blameless before Him. 

 
The eternal escrow deposits were created in heaven before the creation of the world. This eternal escrow is divided into 
two paragraphs—one designed for conveyance in time, the other for conveyance in eternity. 
 
Each escrow paragraph is assigned an initial cache. Subsequent transfer of the content to secondary caches is determined 
by the volitional decisions of the grantee in time. Those who fulfill the plan of God in time by advancing to Santa Fé will 
receive the conveyance of their escrow blessings in time. The initial cache is heaven and the escrow's contents, or deposit, 
is under the protection of Jesus Christ as escrow Officer. 
 
Although all believers have an escrow account in the heavenly cache, under the protection of Jesus Christ who has guard 
duty as escrow Officer, only a few will ever receive the conveyance of its contents. Fulfillment of the conditions of the 
escrow are required before conveyance may be executed and fulfillment demands that the believer advance to spiritual 
maturity in time. 
 
The grace of God has imputed a portfolio of invisible assets which enables the believer to make the required trip to Santa 
Fé. Most believers will fail to utilize these assets and thus will arrive at the Judgment Seat of Christ as losers. 
 
Conveyance of the second paragraph of the escrow deposit is contingent upon whether the believer qualifies for the 
conveyance of the first paragraph during his physical life. 
 
When one arrives in Santa Fé then Jesus Christ recognizes that the conditions of the escrow’s first paragraph have been 
fulfilled. As escrow Officer, He is authorized to transfer the deposit in the heavenly cache to the life of the victorious 
believer. The believer therefore becomes the secondary cache into which the eternal escrow is deposited by Christ. 
 
As the indwelling Shekinah Glory, Christ continues to perform guard duty over the escrow deposit. The very conveyance 
of the first paragraph enables the Lord to transfer the second paragraph of the deposit during the Nike Award ceremonies 
of the Judgment Seat of Christ. 
 
The content of the second paragraph is the seven Nike Awards, consisting of 13 paragraphs, disclosed by Jesus Christ to 
the Apostle John in Revelation 2–3. 
 
Those who do not arrive in Santa Fé will be considered losers. Not fulfilling the condition of the escrow, both paragraphs 
will remain on deposit forever. 
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